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PARAMETRIZATIONS OF CANONICAL BASES AND
IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS OF NILPOTENT VARIETIES
YONG JIANG
Abstract. It is known that the set of irreducible components of nilpotent
varieties provides a geometric realization of the crystal basis for quantum
groups. For each reduced expression of a Weyl group element, Geiß, Leclerc
and Schro¨er has recently given a parametrization of irreducible components
of nilpotent varieties in studying cluster algebras. In this paper we show that
their parametrization coincides with Lusztig’s parametrization of the canonical
basis.
1. Introduction
Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra associated with a symmetric Cartan matrix and
Uq(g) be its quantized enveloping algebra. Denote by B(∞) the crystal basis [11]
of the negative part U−q (g). The globalization of the crystal basis coincides with
Lusztig’s canonical basis [15][16].
If g is finite-dimensional, the canonical basis of U−q (g) has a labeling of r-tuple
of non-negative integers through the PBW-basis [15], where r is the length of the
longest element w0 in the Weyl group. More precisely, for each reduced expression
i of w0, we have a bijection ψi : N
r ≃ B(∞), known as Lusztig’s parametrization.
It was later generalized to the case of Kac-Moody algebras in the following sense
[18]: For each w of length r and a reduced expression i, we have an injective
map ψi : N
r →֒ B(∞). The image does not depend on the choice of i and thus
can be denoted by B(w) (see [14]). There are many interesting applications of
Lusztig’s parametrizations of canonical bases, e.g. criteria of total positivity [4]
and combinatorial expressions of tensor product multiplicities [5].
On the other hand, Kashiwara and Saito [13] gave a geometric construction of
the crystal B(∞) using Lusztig’s nilpotent varieties, which are varieties of certain
modules over preprojective algebras. The set B of irreducible components of nilpo-
tent varieties has a crystal structure isomorphic to B(∞). Recently Geiß, Leclerc
and Schro¨er has shown in [10] that for any w in the Weyl group, a subset (will
be denoted by B(w) in 3.2) of B provides the dual semicanonical basis [19] of the
coordinate ring C[N(w)] of the corresponding unipotent subgroup. For each re-
duced expression i of w, elements in B(w) are Zariski closures of certain irreducible
constructible subsets Λa
i
(a ∈ Nr). And Λa
i
is the set of Λ-modules filtered by
certain modules Mi,k (1 ≤ k ≤ r) with multiplicities a (see 3.2). In this way we
have an Nr-parametrization of B(∞). In other words, we have an injective map
φi : N
r →֒ B and the image B(w) only depends on w.
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Thus it is quite natural to study the relationship between Lusztig’s and GLS’s
parametrizations. Moreover, we may ask if the subset B(w) is the geometric coun-
terpart of B(w), i. e. the image of B(w) under the crystal isomorphism B(∞) ≃ B
is precisely B(w).
In this paper we give an affirmative answer to the above question by showing that
the two parametrizations actually coincide, if we identify B(∞) with its geometric
counterpart B (Theorem 5.1). This result also gives an explicit description of the
isomorphism B(∞) ≃ B restricting to the subset B(w) (see Remark 5.4).
If g is finite-dimensional and i is a Q-adapted reduced expression of the longest
element w0, our result has been proved by Baumann and Kamnitzer [2]. However,
our theorem works for any reduced expression i of w ∈ W and is new even in the
finite type case (see Remark 5.3).
In the proof of our main result we use reflection functors for preprojective al-
gebras introduced in [2]. We prove that all the modules Mi,k, whose multiplicities
yield GLS’s parametrization, can be obtained from simple Λ-modules by applying
reflection functors (Proposition 4.5). This result was essentially proved in [1], where
the modules Mi,k were introduced differently in a dual form and some derived re-
flection functors were used. The relationship between the two classes of functors has
been discussed in [3], which appeared in arXiv shortly after our paper. However,
we present a new and direct proof. And our approach shows that another family
of modules Vi,k appearing in [10] is also closely related to reflection functors.
After a preliminary version of this paper had been written, we were informed
by Jan Schro¨er that Bolten [7] also introduced reflection functors for preprojective
algebras, very similar to Baumann and Kamnitzer’s, and proved the fact that the
modules Mi,k can be obtained via reflection functors.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 and Section 3 we provide prelimi-
naries on quantum groups, nilpotent varieties as well as the two parametrizations of
crystals. We then prove the fact that the modulesMi,k can be obtained from simple
modules by applying reflection functors in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we prove
the main result of this paper, namely the coincidence of Lusztig’s parametriza-
tion of the canonical basis and GLS’s parametrization of irreducible components of
nilpotent varieties.
2. Quantum groups and parametrizations of canonical bases
2.1. Basic notions. Let Γ be a finite graph without loops and I = {1, 2, . . . , n} be
the set of vertices. Let g be the (symmetric) Kac-Moody algebra associated with
Γ. Denote by αi (resp. ̟i) the simple roots (resp. fundamental weights). Let P
be the weight lattice. Let W be the corresponding Weyl group generated by simple
reflections si (i ∈ I). The length of an element w ∈ W is denoted by ℓ(w). If
w = sirsir−1 · · · si1 is a reduced expression we say i = (ir, ir−1 . . . , i1) is a reduced
expression of w.
Let Uq(g) be the quantized enveloping algebra of g, which is a Q(q)-algebra with
generators ei, fi (i ∈ I) and q
h (h ∈ P ∗). Let U−q (g) be the subalgebra of Uq(g)
generated by fi (i ∈ I). Note that the defining relations of U
−
q (g) are the quantum
Serre relations.
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2.2. Quantum unipotent subgroups. For each i ∈ I, Lusztig defined Q(q)-
algebra automorphisms T ′i,e, T
′′
i,e (e ∈ {±1}) of Uq(g) (see [17] for details). We will
write Ti (resp. T
−1
i ) for T
′′
i,1 (resp. T
′
i,−1).
For any w ∈ W and a reduced expression i = (ir, ir−1, . . . , i1), set βi,k =
si1 · · · sik−1(αik), for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
We then define the following quantum root vectors:
F (βi,k) = T
−1
i1
· · ·T−1ik−1(fik), for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
Note that these elements are in U−q (g). For a = (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ N
r set
Fi(a) = F (βi,r)
(ar) · · ·F (βi,1)
(a1).
The subspace of U−q (g) spanned by {Fi(a)|a ∈ N
r} is a subalgebra of U−q (g) and
independent of the choice of i (see [17]). Thus we can denote it by U−q (w), called
the quantum unipotent subgroup associated with w (see [14]).
Moreover, the set Pi = {Fi(a)|a ∈ N
r} is a basis of U−q (w), called the PBW-
basis attached to i. In particular, if g is finite dimensional and w = w0 the longest
element in the Weyl group, we have U−q (w0) = U
−
q (g) and Pi is a basis of U
−
q (g).
2.3. Lusztig’s parametrization of the canonical basis. LetL (∞) (resp. B(∞)
be the crystal lattice (resp. crystal basis) of U−q (g). We refer to [11] for all missing
definitions.
Theorem 2.1. Let w ∈W and i be a reduced expression of w.
(i). For any a = (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ N
r, there exists a unique element bi,a ∈ B(∞)
such that
Fi(a) ≡ bi,a mod qL (∞).
(ii). The map ψi : N
r → B(∞) defined by a 7→ bi,a is injective.
(iii). The image of ψi does not depend on the choice of i.
In the above theorem, (i) and (ii) were proved in [18] (We use the crystal basis
instead of the canonical basis just for convenience). (iii) can be seen from a recent
result in [14] asserting that the quantum unipotent subgroup U−q (w) is compatible
with the dual canonical basis.
Thus we can denote by B(w) the image of ψi. The theorem gives an N
r-
parametrization of elements in B(w). For each b ∈ B(w), ψ−1
i
(b) is called the
i-Lusztig data of b.
Note that when g is finite-dimensional and w = w0, the map a 7→ bi,a is a
bijection and B(w) = B(∞).
3. Preprojective algebras, nilpotent varieties and reflection
functors
3.1. Preprojective algebras and nilpotent varieties. Let Λ be the preprojec-
tive algebra associated to the graph Γ (see for example [20]). Denote by modΛ
the category of finite dimensional Λ-modules. For each i ∈ I we have a one-
dimensional simple Λ-module Si concentrated on the vertex i. In general there
exist other finite-dimensional simple modules. A Λ-module M is called nilpotent
if there is a composition series of M with all factors of the form Si (i ∈ I). Let
nil(Λ) be the full subcategory of mod(Λ) consisting of finite-dimensional nilpotent
Λ-modules.
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We will identify the dimension vector of a Λ-moduleM as an element in the root
lattice by setting dimSi = αi. For a Λ-module M , the i-socle (resp. i-top) of M is
the Si-isotypic component of the socle (resp. top) of M , denoted by sociM (resp.
topiM).
For a dimension vector ν =
∑
i∈I νiαi ∈ Q+, let Λ(ν) be the variety of finite-
dimensional nilpotent Λ-modules with dimension vector ν. It is an affine algebraic
variety. Recall that the algebraic group GL(ν) =
∏
i∈I GLνi(C) acts on Λ(ν) such
that two points in Λ(ν) are in the same orbit if and only if they are isomorphic
as Λ-modules. These varieties were first studied by Lusztig (see [15]) and usually
called nilpotent varieties.
Denote by IrrΛ(ν) the set of irreducible components of the variety Λ(ν). Let
B =
⊔
ν∈Q+
Irr Λ(ν). Kashiwara and Saito associated a crystal structure on B and
proved that there is a (unique) crystal isomorphism Ψ : B(∞) → B (see [13] for
details).
3.2. GLS’s parametrization of irreducible components. For each i ∈ I, let Îi
be the indecomposable injective Λ-module with socle Si. Note that these modules
are infinite-dimensional if Γ is not of type ADE.
For a sequence (j1, . . . , jt) of indices with 1 ≤ jp ≤ n for all p, there is a unique
chain
0 = X0 ⊆ X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xt ⊆ X
of submodules ofX such thatXp/Xp−1 = socjp(X/Xp−1). Define soc(j1,...,jt)(X) :=
Xt.
Let i = (ir, . . . , i1) be a reduced expression of w ∈W . For 1 ≤ k ≤ r, set
Vi,k = soc(ik,...,i1)(Îik ).
For 1 ≤ k ≤ r, let k− = max{0, 1 ≤ s ≤ k − 1|is = ik}. Then for each 1 ≤ k ≤ r
there is a canonical embedding ιk : Vi,k− → Vi,k, where for k
− = 0 we set Vi,0 = 0.
Let Mi,k be the cokernel of ιk. For a = (ar, . . . , a1) ∈ N
r, let Λa
i
be the set of all
Λ-modules X such that there exists a chain
0 = X0 ⊆ X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xr = X
such that Xk/Xk−1 ∼=M
ak
i,k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
It is clear that all the modules in Λa
i
have the same dimension vector µ(a) =∑r
k=1 ak dimMi,k. Hence Λ
a
i
is a subset of the variety Λ(µ(a)).
Proposition 3.1 ([10]). Λa
i
is an irreducible constructible subset of Λ(µ(a)) and
the Zariski closure Za
i
of Λa
i
is an irreducible component. In particular, Za
i
is
the unique irreducible component of Λ(µ(a)) which contains a dense open subset
belonging to Λa
i
.
Thus we have an injective map φi : N
r → B given by a 7→ Za
i
. And from [10]
we can see that the image of the map φi is independent of the choice of i, since
it provides the dual semicanonical basis of the coordinate ring of the unipotent
subgroup N(w). So we can denote the image of φi by B(w).
3.3. Reflection functors for preprojective algebras. For i ∈ I, the reflection
functor Σi (Σ
∗
i ) for the preprojective algebra is a natural generalization of the BGP-
reflection functor for a corresponding quiver with respect to a sink (resp. source)
vertex. For precise definitions we refer to [2].
We collect some basic properties of reflection functors in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2 ([2]). (i). Σi is left exact and Σ
∗
i is right exact.
(ii). We have the following functorial short exact sequences:
0→ soci → id→ ΣiΣ
∗
i → 0,
0→ Σ∗iΣi → id→ topi → 0.
(iii). Let i and j be two vertices of Q such that they are linked by one single
arrow. Then the functors ΣiΣjΣi and ΣjΣiΣj are isomorphic.
(iv). If topiM = 0 (resp. sociM = 0), then dimΣiM = si(dimM) (resp.
dimΣ∗iM = si(dimM)).
4. The modules Mi,k via reflection functors
In this section we give a direct proof of the fact that the modules Mi,k can be
obtained from simple Λ-modules by applying reflection functors, which is crucial in
the proof of our main results. We will use the modules N(w̟i) defined in [2] and
show that they give an alternative construction of the modules Vi,k.
4.1. The modules N(wλ). Let Γ̂ be the graph obtained from Γ by adding a
vertex i′ and an edge di connecting i and i
′ for each vertex i ∈ I. Then we have
the associated preprojective algebra Λ̂.
It is convenience to write the dimension vector of a Λ̂-module M as a pair
(µ, λ) ∈ Q+ ×P+. That is, µ =
∑
i∈I µiαi and λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i, where µi = dimMi
and λi = dimMi′ .
Let λ ∈ P+ be a dominant weight. Define N̂(λ) to be the Λ̂-module with
dimension vector (0, λ), which is unique up to isomorphism.
For each w ∈W with ℓ(w) ≥ 1, we define
N̂(wλ) = ΣirΣir−1 · · ·Σi1N̂(λ).
where i = (ir, . . . , i1) is a reduced expression of w. Note that by Lemma 3.2 (iii),
N̂(wλ) is independent of the choice of i and thus well-defined.
We have a canonical embedding N̂(wλ) →֒ N̂(siwλ) if ℓ(siw) > ℓ(w) (see [2]
Section 3.4). In particular, N̂(λ) is a submodule of N̂(wλ). We define N(wλ) to
be the quotient N̂(wλ)/N̂ (λ).
By definition we know that applying Σi for any i ∈ I to a Λ̂-module M does
not change the vector space Mj′ for any j. Thus the underlying space of N̂(λ) is
exactly the sum of underlying spaces of N̂(wλ) at vertices {j′|j ∈ I}. Therefore
N(wλ) is a Λ-module.
The following results will be used (see [2] Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.4):
Lemma 4.1. (i). For i ∈ I such that ℓ(siw) > ℓ(w), N̂(wλ) has trivial i-top.
(ii). For any i ∈ I and 1 6= w ∈ W , socN(w̟i) = Si and dimN(w̟i) =
̟i − w̟i.
4.2. An alternative construction of Vi,k. From now on we fix w ∈ W and a
reduced expression i = (ir, . . . , i1). Recall that Vi,k = soc(ik,...,i1) Îik (see 3.2). It
was stated in [2] without proof that the modules N(wλ) had been studied in [10].
We give a precise statement and present a proof in this subsection.
For a dominant weight λ =
∑
i∈I λi̟i, we define an injective Λ-module Î
λ :=
⊕i∈I Î
λi
i .
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Lemma 4.2. For each w ∈ W , there is a unique (up to isomorphism) submodule
of Îλ with dimension vector λ− wλ.
Proof. Let Gr(λ−wλ, Îλ) be the projective variety consisting of all Λ-submodules
of Îλ with dimension vector λ−wλ. In [23] it was proved that the variety Gr(λ−
wλ, Îλ) is homeomorphic to the Lagrangian quiver variety L(λ−wλ, λ). Then the
statement in the lemma is just a reformulation of Proposition 5.1 in [22], which
asserts that the variety L(λ − wλ, λ) is a point. 
Now it is easy to prove the following result:
Proposition 4.3. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ r, Vi,k ∼= N(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we know that N(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik) is a submodule of Îik with
dimension vector ̟ik − si1si2 · · · sik̟ik . By definition and [10] Corollary 9.2 we
know that Vi,k is also a submodule of Îik with the same dimension vector. Thus
they have to be isomorphic by the previous lemma. 
4.3. Reflection functors and the modules Mi,k. We first prove an easy result
on reflection functors. Let mod(Λ)[i] (resp. mod(Λ)[i]∗) be the subcategory of
mod(Λ) consisting of modules with trivial i-top (resp. i-socle). Lemma 3.2 (ii)
implies that Σi and Σ
∗
i give inverse equivalences of categories mod(Λ)[i] ⇄ mod
(Λ)[i]∗. In general the functor Σi is not right exact and Σ
∗
i is not left exact. But
we have the following result:
Lemma 4.4. The restriction of Σi (resp. Σ
∗
i ) on mod(Λ)[i] (resp. mod(Λ)[i]
∗)
is exact.
Proof. We only prove the statement for Σi. The one for Σ
∗
i can be proved similarly.
Suppose we have the following short exact sequence in mod(Λ)[i]:
0→M1 →M2 →M3 → 0.
Since Σi is left exact, we have the exact sequence
(4.1) ΣiM1 → ΣiM2 → ΣiM3 → 0.
By Lemma 3.2 (iv), we have
dim(ΣiMj) = si(dimMj), for j = 1, 2, 3.
So dim(ΣiM2) = dim(ΣiM1)+dim(ΣiM3), which forces (4.1) to be a short exact
sequence. 
Next we show how to get the modules Mi,k via reflection functors.
Proposition 4.5. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ r, Mi,k ∼= Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik .
Proof. First we have the following short exact sequence:
0→ N̂(̟ik)→ N̂(sik̟ik)→ Sik → 0.
since N̂(sik̟ik) = ΣikN̂(̟ik) and N̂(̟ik) = Si′k .
It is clear that the three modules occurring in the above sequence have trivial
ik−1-top. So applying the functor Σik−1 and using the previous lemma, we have
the short exact sequence
0→ N̂(sik−1̟ik)→ N̂(sik−1sik̟ik)→ Σik−1Sik → 0.
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Now by Lemma 4.1 (i), N̂(sik−1sik̟ik) and N̂(sik−1̟ik) both have trivial ik−2-
top. So Σik−1Sik also has trivial ik−2-top. Hence we can repeat the above procedure.
Namely, applying Σik−2 , . . . ,Σi1 successively, we have the following short exact
sequence
(4.2) 0→ N̂(si1 · · · sik−1̟ik)→ N̂(si1 · · · sik̟ik)→ Σi1 · · ·Σik−1Sik → 0.
Note that for any l such that k− < l < k, we have il 6= ik. This implies
N̂(sil̟ik) = ΣilN̂(̟ik) = N̂(̟ik) because the module N̂(̟ik) is concentrated at
the vertex i′k, which is not connected with any other vertex except ik. So we have
Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1N̂(̟ik) = Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik− N̂(̟ik).
Thus the sequence (4.2) is the following
(4.3)
0→ N̂(si1si2 · · · sik−̟ik)→ N̂(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik)→ Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik → 0.
Now N̂(si1si2 · · · sik−̟ik) and N̂(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik) both have the submodule
N̂(̟ik). And the map N̂(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik) → Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik clearly maps
N̂(̟ik) to zero. So (4.3) yields
0→ N(si1si2 · · · sik−̟ik)→ N(si1si2 · · · sik̟ik)→ Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik → 0.
Applying Proposition 4.3 (note that ik = ik−) we have
0→ Vi,k− → Vi,k → Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik → 0.
Hence Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik
∼= Vi,k/Vi,k− =Mi,k. 
The proof of the above theorem implies the following corollary, which will be
used in the next section:
Corollary 4.6. For any l < k − 1, the module Σil+1 · · ·Σik−1Sik has trivial il-top.
4.4. Remarks on the adaptable case. Let Q be a quiver with underlying graph
Γ. For i ∈ I, denote by σiQ the quiver obtained from Q by reversing all the arrows
connected with i, if i is a sink or a source.
A reduced expression i = (ir, . . . , i1) of w ∈ W is called Q-adapted if i1 is a sink
of Q and ik is a sink of σik−1 · · ·σi1Q for all 2 ≤ k ≤ r. An element w ∈ W is
called adaptable if there exists a quiver Q and a reduced expression such that i is
Q-adapted.
As pointed out in [10], if w is adaptable and i is Qop-adapted, the module Mi
is a terminal CQ-module in the sense of [9]. This means that the modules Mi,k
(1 ≤ k ≤ r) are certain indecomposable preinjective CQ-modules. In particular, if
g is finite-dimensional, the longest element w0 ∈ W is always adaptable. If i is a
Qop-adapted reduced expression of w0, the set {Mi,k|1 ≤ k ≤ r} forms a complete
set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable CQ-modules. But in general there
does not exist any quiver Q such that all the modules Mi,k are CQ-modules.
Note that for any quiver Q, the indecomposable preprojective and preinjective
modules can be obtained from simple modules via BGP-reflection functors (see [6]
Theorem 1.3). Thus our Proposition 4.5 can be viewed as a generalization of this
classical result to the case of any w ∈ W and any reduced expression i.
5. Compatibility of two parametrizations
Throughout this section, we fix w ∈W and a reduced expression i = (ir, . . . , i1).
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5.1. The main result. Recall that we have injective maps ψi : N
r → B(∞)
(see 2.3), φi : N
r → B (see 3.2) and the Kashiwara-Saito crystal isomorphism
Ψ : B(∞) ≃ B.
Theorem 5.1. The following diagram is commutative:
Nr
ψi
//
φi
##❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
B(∞)
Ψ

B
i.e. with the notations in 2.3 and 3.2, we have Ψ(bi,a) = Z
a
i
, for any a ∈ Nr.
The theorem will be proved in the next subsection. From the theorem it follows
immediately that the subset B(w) is the geometric counterpart of the unipotent
crystal B(w):
Corollary 5.2. Ψ(B(w)) = B(w).
Remark 5.3. In the case that g is finite-dimensional, w = w0 the longest element in
the Weyl group and i a Q-adapted reduced expression, the result in Theorem 5.1
has been proved in [2] Proposition 7.8. In fact, in this case the set of modules Mi,k
(1 ≤ k ≤ r) is exactly a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
representations of Q. For any a ∈ Nr, set Ma
i
= ⊕rk=1M
ak
i,k ∈ mod(CQ). It is not
difficult to see that Λa
i
= T ∗OMa
i
, the conormal bundle of the orbit of Ma
i
. So the
irreducible component Za
i
is the same as the closure of T ∗OMa
i
.
The arguments in [2] also work for any Kac-Moody algebra g and Q-adapted
reduced expression i (which means that w is Q- adaptable). However, even in the
case of finite type, there exists non-adaptable w in the Weyl group (For example,
consider type D4 with 2 being the central vertex and w = s1s2s3s2). Thus Theorem
5.1 is new in call cases.
Remark 5.4. In general, for any b ∈ B(∞), the image Ψ(b) ∈ B is not easy to
describe. We can only use the fact that Ψ commutes with f˜i and keeps the unique
highest weight element. More precisely, denote by b0 (resp. Z0) the unique highest
weight element in B(∞) (resp. B). One need to find a path in the crystal graph
from b0 to b, say, b = f˜j1 f˜j2 · · · f˜jsb0. Then we have Ψ(b) = f˜j1 f˜j2 · · · f˜jsZ0.
We see that Theorem 5.1 gives an explicit description of the image Ψ(b) for any
b ∈ B(w) once we know the i-Lusztig data of b for some i.
5.2. Proof of theorem 5.1. First we recall some definitions. In [11, 12] it was
proved that B(∞) admits an involution ∗ induced by an algebra involution on
Uq(g). And we have the ∗-Kashiwara operators e˜
∗
i = ∗ ◦ e˜i ◦ ∗, f˜
∗
i = ∗ ◦ f˜i ◦ ∗. For
any b ∈ B(∞), e˜maxi (b) := e˜
εi(b)
i (b), e˜
∗max
i (b) := e˜
∗ε∗i (b)
i (b). In [21], Saito introduced
operators Ti and T
−1
i (originally denoted by Λi and Λ
−1
i ) on B(∞) as follows
Ti(b) := f˜
∗ϕi(b)
i e˜
max
i (b), T
−1
i (b) := f˜
ϕ∗i (b)
i e˜
∗max
i (b).
They are analogues of Lusztig’s automorphism Ti, T
−1
i at the crystal level.
Now we show how to deduce the i-Lusztig data of any b ∈ B(w) by applying
operators e˜∗i and Ti.
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Proposition 5.5. Let b ∈ B(w) and assume that ψ−1
i
(b) = a = (ar, . . . , a1). Then
(i). a1 = ε
∗
i1
(b). ψ−1
i
(e˜∗maxi b) = (ar, . . . , a2, 0).
(ii). Let w′ = sir · · · si2 and denote by i
′ = (ir, . . . , i2), a
′ = (ar, . . . , a2). Sup-
pose that a1 = 0, then Ti1(b) ∈ B(w
′) and we have ψ−1
i′
(Ti1 (b)) = a
′.
Proof. We know that
b ≡ Fi(a) = T
−1
i1
· · ·T−1ir−1(f
(ar)
ir
) · · ·T−1i1 (f
(a2)
i2
)f
(a1)
i1
, mod qL (∞).
Write P = T−1i1 · · ·T
−1
ir−1
(f
(ar)
ir
) · · ·T−1i1 (f
(a2)
i2
). So Fi(a) = Pf
(a1)
i1
.
Note that P ∈ T−1i1 (U
−
q (g))∩U
−
q (g), by [21] Proposition 2.1.2 and the definition
of e˜i, we have e˜
∗
i (P ) = 0 and Fi(a) = f˜
∗a1
i (P ). Hence e˜
∗max
i Fi(a) = P ≡ e˜
∗max
i (b)
mod qL (∞). This proves (i).
Now assume a1 = 0, we have b ≡ Fi(a) = P ∈ T
−1
i1
(U−q (g)) ∩ U
−
q (g). So
Ti1(P ) = T
−1
i2
· · ·T−1ir−1(f
(ar)
ir
) · · ·T−1i2 (f
(a3)
i3
)f
(a2)
i2
= Fi′(a
′).
By [21] Proposition 3.4.7, Ti1(b) ≡ Ti1(P ) mod qL (∞), which yields (ii). 
Remark 5.6. In [21] Proposition 3.4.7 it was assumed that P = G(b) the canonical
basis element corresponding to b. However, for the proof there one only needs P ≡ b
mod qL (∞) and P ∈ L (∞).
Using the above proposition we have Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
(bi,a) = bi′,a′ . We can repeat the
procedure and finally we will reach the unique highest weight element b0. This gives
the following corollary.
Corollary 5.7. e˜∗maxir Tir−1 e˜
∗max
ir−1
· · · Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
(bi,a) = b0.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. As in Proposition 5.5 we denote
i′ = (ir, . . . , i2) and a
′ = (ar, . . . , a2).
Lemma 5.8. For any X ∈ Λa
i
, Σ∗i1X ∈ Λ
a
′
i′
.
Proof. By definition X has a filtration
(5.1) 0 = X0 ⊆ X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xr = X
such that Xk/Xk−1 ∼=M
ak
i,k for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r. Denote by Y = X/X1. We have the
following exact sequence
0→ X1 → X → Y → 0.
Applying Σ∗i1 to the above sequence, we have Σ
∗
i1
X ∼= Σ∗i1Y becauseX1
∼=Ma1
i,1 =
Sa1i1 , Σ
∗
i1
Si1 = 0 and the functor Σ
∗
i1
is right exact.
The filtration (5.1) induces the following filtration of Y :
0 = Y1 ⊆ Y2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Yr = Y,
where Yk ∼= Xk/X1 for any 2 ≤ k ≤ r. In particular, Yk/Yk−1 ∼= Xk/Xk−1 ∼=M
ak
i,k .
By Proposition 4.5, Mi,k = Σi1 · · ·Σik−1Sik for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r. So for 2 ≤ k ≤ r,
Mi,k has trivial i1-socle. Then by Lemma 4.4, we know that Σ
∗
i1
Y has a filtration
0 = Y ′1 ⊆ Y
′
2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Y
′
r = Y
such that Y ′k/Y
′
k−1
∼= (Σ∗i1Mi,k)
ak .
Note that Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik has trivial i1-top (Corollary 4.6). By Lemma 3.2 (ii),
we deduce that
Σ∗i1Mi,k = Σ
∗
i1
Σi1Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik
∼= Σi2 · · ·Σik−1Sik .
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This proves Σ∗i1Y ∈ Λ
a
′
i′
. 
Lemma 5.9. Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
(Za
i
) = Za
′
i′
.
Proof. For any X ∈ Λa
i
, since Mi,k ≃ Σi1 · · ·Σik−1Sik has trivial i1-socle for all
2 ≤ k ≤ r, we have
soci1 X
∼= soci1 Mi,i1 = S
a1
i1
.
We know that the irreducible component Za
i
contains a dense open subset be-
longing to Λa
i
, thus we have ε∗i1(Z
a
i
) = a1.
Now by the dual of Proposition 5.5 in [2], there exists a dense open subset U
of Za
i
such that U ⊆ Λa
i
and for any X ∈ U , Σ∗i1X lies in a dense open subset of
Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
(Za
i
).
So Lemma 5.8 implies Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
(Za
i
) = Za
′
i′
. 
We can apply Lemma 5.9 successively to Za
i
until we reach the unique irreducible
component of the variety Λ(0) (in fact it is a point), which is the highest weight
element Z0 in B. Namely we have
(5.2) e˜∗maxir Tir−1 e˜
∗max
ir−1
· · · Ti1 e˜
∗max
i1
Zai = Z0.
Now note that the crystal isomorphism Ψ : B(∞) ≃ B maps b0 to Z0 and
commutes with e˜∗i and Ti. Comparing (5.2) with Corollary 5.7, we complete the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
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